Meeting Room Displays
The add-on that completes
the AskCody experience
Display daily activities from your Outlook or Office 365
Calendar, and schedule meetings directly on the meeting room
display to avoid meeting interruptions and improve meeting
room utilization. Make a reservation, find out if the room is free
or occupied, or confirm your reservation.

Meeting Room Displays

What you get
with the Meeting Room
Displays ?
Meeting Room Displays and Room Management
Real time booking from display
No-show capabilities
Room check-in and confirmation
Meeting privacy (private meeting)
Attendee list and agenda support
Fast lane bookings
ActivityView with full office/desk/room overview
Real-time office availability
Error report faulty equipment and work request
Display app for iPad & Android tablets
Remote setting management

Meeting Room Displays

Meeting Room
Display

Get more out of your meeting rooms instantly. Free rooms when they are not being used
and provide a detailed overview of today's activities for everyone right at the meeting
room door.
Make a reservation, find out if the room is free or occupied, confirm your reservation,
improve meeting room utilization, change the face of your office space, and create a
premium environment with beautiful Meeting Room displays from AskCody.
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With AskCody Meeting Room Displays, we
have taken the meeting room booking
experience to a new level and implemented
a lot of features to help you get more out of
your meeting rooms.
On-screen confirmation enhances meeting
room utilization instantly. No more “no
shows”!
When the meeting is about to start, the
status of the room changes to pending. You
just tap the screen to confirm that the room
belongs to you. If the meeting finishes
early, you can quickly end it, and the room
is released and free for use by others.
If no confirmation is received during a
certain period (before or after) the meeting

Fix in-room equipment issues
faster
Fix In-room equipment issues faster with
fault reporting and connect notifications to
your service desk system. Built-in fault
reporting feature allows users to report
meeting room equipment issues to the
right person within the company with just a
few taps on the meeting room display. It
simplifies help requests for employees
who use the meeting rooms and enables IT
and FM teams to manage equipment more
efficiently.

Runs on multiple displays
and devices

is due to start, the room is released for use

Use iPads or iPad Minis, or professional

by everyone else in your organization, no

screens with PoE from Glorystar, LG, or

matter if they book from the screen or

Philips. The AskCody software is

Outlook.

web-based and runs smoothly on the
AskCody App for either iOS or Android for

When the meeting room is busy, extend or

Glorystar, LG or Philips. For Glorystar and

end your meeting directly from the screen.

Philips free/busy light is supported as well

Extend and end with ease
Sometimes meetings take longer than you
expect. If you need extra time, just go to
the meeting room screen, see for how long
the room is still available, and extend the
meeting with as much time as you need.
Likewise, if you finish your meeting early,
just go to the meeting room screen and end
the meeting. Someone else can then make
use of the space, and you maximize utilization of the room.

to display the status of the meeting room
with LED lights on the device.
Learn more about recommended screens,
displays and hardware on our Help Center.

“We use AskCody for digital
representation of our
meetings. Provided that
Outlook is set up correctly,
AskCody can be linked very
easy to our Office 365
environment. The meetings
are read out real time and
shown on the screen in our
welcome room.”
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ActivityView

ActivityView provides real-time office availability visible to everyone in an easy-to-read
view of today’s activities and events, and helps you find your destination or right
meeting room.
ActivityView is ideal for high traffic and centralized areas where busy employees with
their hands full can identify the right room in seconds, and people can see which
meetings or activities are taking place currently as well as for the rest of the day.
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ActivityView provides everyone with one
complete overview of the day’s meeting
activities and improves your meeting room
efficiency instantly. Everything is aggregated into one single screen.
Perfect for the reception, an entrance or
meeting room clusters. It makes all information about current and upcoming events
available for users and visitors and shows
when the events start and where the event
is located.
Provides an instant overview, frees up front
desk resources and creates a cool and
premium environment.

No more wasting time, no
more feeling lost
The difficulty in finding empty meeting
rooms, interruptions in the middle of
meetings, and misunderstandings about
bookings are often due to complex
routines, unintegrated and unsynchronized
systems and cumbersome techniques.
ActivityView from AskCody makes it easy
for your daily users and visitors to get an
overview of today’s events and meeting
activities and makes it easy to find the
event they are attending.
ActivityView makes all information about
current and upcoming events available for
users and visitors and shows when the
events start and where they are located.

Reflects company profile
The design of ActivityView can be designed
to reflect your company profile, and the
sign can be mounted in both portrait and
landscape mode. You can change background images or colors and can configure
the number of rooms displayed on the
screen. You can add as many rooms, desks
or resources, as you have added the rooms
to your chosen AskCody plan and add-on.

ActivityView can be set in
different views
- Room view provides you with an instant
overview of up to 6 meeting rooms (2
meetings at each room) and availability of
the meeting room. Shows the availability by
color coding green when available and red
when occupied.
- List view shows all meeting activities for
all meeting rooms in a dynamic list which is
updated instantly. Think of the departure
screen in the airport, but for meetings and
events.
- Tile view gives your 7 tiles per screen with
information about 7 rooms. You can see
availability, and information about the
current and the upcoming event for each
room. Tile view is excellent if you want to
combine more screens and make a display
wall with 20 or more rooms.
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